
Earphones TWS Haylou GT1 2022 (black) Ref: 6971664932591
Sluchátka TWS Haylou GT1 2022 (černá)

TWS Haylou GT1 2022 Headphones
Enjoy  excellent  sound  quality  and  a  reliable  wireless  connection.  The  TWS  Haylou  GT1  2022  headphones  are  equipped  with  7.2mm
drivers and support the AAC codec to surprise you with crystal clear sound. Bluetooth 5.2 lets you forget about latency, and the durable
battery provides up to 20 hours of  use with the charging case.  The headphones are also extremely lightweight  and comfortable,  with
built-in touchpads for easy operation.
 
Reliable connection
The all-new Bluetooth 5.2 chip provides a more stable connection, faster transmission and greater resistance to interference. Pairing the
GT1 2022 is incredibly easy - just take them out of the case! What's more, each earpiece connects to the device independently, allowing
you to conveniently use both at the same time, or just one, left or right. There's also a gaming mode with a latency of just 65ms. This is
the perfect option for gaming enthusiasts! The headphones are compatible with Android and iOS.
 
Stunning sound
What makes the GT1 2022 headphones play so well? Dynamic 7.2mm drivers with composite diaphragms and advanced AAC HD audio
codec  let  you  enjoy  crystal-clear  sound,  rich  detail,  perfect  harmony  and  extended  sound  field.  Accentuated,  deep  bass  and  crisp,
ear-pleasing treble will have you discovering your favorite songs in a new, better quality!
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They're perfect for conversations
Looking for headphones that deliver great sound quality not only when listening to music, but also when talking on the phone? Haylou
GT1 2022 will be an excellent choice! The artificial intelligence noise-cancellation function and the state-of-the-art DNN algorithm will let
you talk freely with your friends even in extremely noisy environments. The headphones intelligently recognize your voice and cut out
unnecessary external sounds, giving you the confidence that your interlocutors can hear you perfectly.
 
Long-lasting battery
Listen to music for as long as you want, at home, at work or on the move. Don't worry if your headphones run out of power too quickly!
Thanks to their long-lasting batteries, GT1 2022 can be used for about 5 hours on a full charge. In addition, the included carrying case
can extend this time to up to 20 hours. Its convenient charging is enabled by the built-in USB-C port.
 
Incredibly comfortable
Find  out  just  how comfortable  wireless  headphones  can  be.  GT1  2022  have  been  equipped  with  special  silicon  ear  holders  thanks  to
which they stay firmly in place and do not fall out - even when you move a lot or exercise. They are also pleasant to the touch and do not
exert unpleasant pressure. What's more, each earphone weighs just 3.9g. You'll also find 3 pairs of rubber bands in 3 sizes - S, M, and L
(the M size rubber bands are already mounted on the headphones).
 
Built-in touch panels
Operating the GT1 2022 is extremely easy and convenient. The headphones have built-in touch panels so you can easily use their most
important functions. With just a few taps, for example, you can switch songs, pause / resume playback, answer the phone, reject a call,
hang up, activate low-latency mode, or activate the voice assistant. No more searching for your smartphone every time - now everything
you need is at your fingertips!
 
In the box
Earphones
Charging case
Charging cable (USB-C)
Interchangeable eartips
Interchangeable silicone ear holders
User manual
Brand
Haylou
Name
Haylou GT1 2022 Version
Model
GT1 2022-BK
Color
Black
Bluetooth version
5.2
Charging interface
USB-C
Range
Up to 10m (open space, unobstructed)
Talking time
Up to 3.5h
Playback time
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Up to 5h
Operating time with case
Up to 20h
Earphone battery capacity
35mAh
Case battery capacity
310mAh
Earphone charging time
About 1.5h
Case charging time
About 2h
Supported protocols
SBC, AAC, A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP
Single earphone weight
3.9g

Price:

€ 25.01

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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